Hybrid meetings
just got better
Take the pain out of Hybrid Meetings
The world is opening up again and the workforce is slowly
returning to the office while demanding flexible work
options. Is your meeting room technology ready for this? Are
you set up for productive hybrid meetings, with some people
working remote and while others in offices?


Logging into a video call from home is easy, but what about
joining a call from the office meeting spaces? Can you be
sure the camera and microphone are connected? Is the WiFi signal strong? Can you easily share your screen to the
call? What if it’s a Microsoft Teams call one day, and a Zoom
meeting the next?


Introducing Airtame Rooms and the Airtame Hub


We’re taking the guesswork out of joining a conference call from your
meeting room. The new solution makes video conferencing as simple as
turning on the light switch. 


Airtame already provides a reliable screen sharing experience in your
meeting rooms. Who better to make your hybrid meeting experience easy,
stable and hassle-free? 

Join any call* without worrying about which meeting you get invited to
Everything runs on Airtame, not on your laptop
Screen share from the meeting room, without joining the call


Cast Your Call™

and keep meetings simple

Airtame Rooms  
For a seamless hybrid experience


Join and control the call without doing the heavy lifting.
Our new software helps you CastYourCall™ to the Airtame
Hub that runs the meeting
Connect to different conferencing services* with a
single interface for consistent experience
Integrate with your personal calendar to join
meetings with one click
Control the call and peripherals right from your laptop
without depending on the room tablet

The Airtame Hub

For a reliable meeting room setup


Connect your preferred camera, microphone and speaker to
Airtame’s stylish device and create an optimal setup for your
meeting rooms. The call runs on the Airtame Hub, not your
laptop, ensuring uninterrupted hybrid meetings.
Power over Ethernet (PoE+) enabled connection reduces
latency, providing stable calling experience
Custom tamper-proofing secures camera, microphone
and speaker to the device for a meeting ready setu
Built with recycled and recyclable materials

Now available for pre-order!


Get Airtame hybrid conferencing for just $1699 including:
Airtame Hub devic
1 year subscription to Airtame Room
All the features of Airtame Cloud for your signage and
screen management 


Renew your Airtame Rooms + Cloud subscription for just
$500 per year per licence  
Place your pre-order now at airtame.com



*Starting with Microsoft Teams, followed by Zoom. With
more services coming soon


